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CHAPTER I

TWO-DIMNSIONAL POTENTIAL FLOW

Properties of the Fluid

In treating the motion of a fluid mathematically, it

is convenient to make some simplifying assumptions. The

assumptions which are made will be justifiable if they save

long and laborious computations in practical problems, and

if the predicted results agree closely enough with experi-

mental results for practical use. In dealing with the flow

of air about an airfoil, at subsonic speeds, the fluid will

be considered as a homogeneous, incompressible, inviscid

fluid.

If a rectangular reference frame is used, the velocity

of the fluid will be a function of x, y, z, and t. The fur-

ther assumption that the velocity is continuous in x, y, z,

and t will be made. Furthermore, only flow where the ve-

locity at every point in the fluid is parallel to the x y

plane, and where the partial derivative of the velocity

with respect to z exists and equals zero will be considered.

From this point on, only points in the x y plane will be

considered, for then the velocity at all points in the fluid

will be known. Also, only singly connected regions will be

considered. The magnitude of the component of the velocity

I
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in the x direction will be designated by u, and the mag-

nitude of the component of the velocity in the y direction

will be v.

The Stream Function T'(x,y)
If any fixed point A and any arbitrary point P whose

coordinates are (x,y) are joined by any curve A B P which

lies wholly in the fluid (fig. 1), then at any time t, a

function '(x,y) can be defined by

f (j,y) = v ds,

where v is the magnitude of the component of the velocity

normal to the curve, and the integration is taken along the

curve. If the normal component of the velocity is directed

from right to left as the curve is traced in the positive

direction of s, v is considered positive; if directed from

left to right v is negative. If the path of integration is

any other curve A D P in the fluid, the integrals along the

two curves will be equal, or there would be a gain or loss

of fluid in the area inclosed in the curve A B P D A.

Since the fluid is incompressible, this condition could not

exist. y P(xy)

D

B

A

Fig. I

s
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If a different point, say A' , had been chosen for a refer-

ence point, then

vd +y) fvvda JA d + _ ds = t(x,y) +ds

Since A' and A are fixed points, V'(x,y) differs from

T (x,y) by a constant.
Since the velocity is continuous, T (x,y) is a differ-

entiable function and

'P(x,y) limz (on+ ho ) - '*(xao
ax j(zc0 'Yo) h-+O h

(x + h, y0 ) (x0, yO)
vd s- vds

lim A A
h+d

f(x + h, y.)
vds

lim (_ ,0yo )~
h40

If the path of integration is the line y =yo, the value c'

v will be v(x,yo). The integral exists, so there is a func-

tion F(x,y0 ) such that

dF(x,y) v(xy)
dx

and ((x 0o + h, yo )
v(x,yo)dx

l im {(xv ,yo )
h-O h

hlim F(X0 f+.,yo) - F(xo,yo )_--dFx,y v )

h~o h dx x O)-

This means that v(x,y). In a like manner,

-u(x,y).
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If the point P moves so that the value of j'(x,y) re-

mains constant, it will trace out a curve such that the ve-

locity will be tangent to the curve at every point. For,
if at some point (x, ,y,) on the curve, v #-0, then because

of the continuity of the velocity, there would exist a fi-

nite interval on the curve such that fv ds taken over

this interval would be different from zero. This would

make the value of * (x,y) for the two endpoints of the in-

terval different, contrary to the assumption.

Under the condit ions imposed, at any time t there ex-

ists a function '#(x,y) which is indeterminant only to the

extent of an additive constant. The velocity is tangent to

the curves Y (x,y) = k where k is any constant and

3 (Xqy) v

(x-u.

Since there is no flow across the curves y(x,y) = k,

these curves are streamlines and (x,y) is called the

stream function.

The Velocity Potential O(x,y)
The motion of a fluid is said to be irrotational if at

any time t

f ds =O,

Where C is any closed contour in the fluid and v is the
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magnitude of the component of the velocity tangent to the

contour. If the tangential component is directed so that

the region within the contour is on the left, v will be

considered positive; if the tangential component is di-

rected in the opposite direction v will be negative. If

the motion is irrotational, at any time t a function

O(x,y) can be defined by

P

S(x,y) - A v ds (fig. 1).

In the case where the integral is taken on a curve that is

not closed, V is positive if the tangential component of

the velocity is in the positive direction of s, negative if

in the opposite direction. The integral around the contour

A B P D A is equal to zero, so the integral along A B P

must equal the integral along A D P. Thus 4'(x,y) is de-

fined and single valued. If a different reference point A'

be chosen instead of A, then

P AP A
1(x, Y) -' , ds. -J'jvds - IJds = (x,y) -J ds

A A

Since A' and A are Aixed points ('(x,y) and. (,y) dif-

fer at most by a constant.

Since the velocity is continuous, j(x,y) is a differ-

entiable function, and in the same manner that the partial

derivatives of (x,y) were determined, it can be shown

that 24(L)L--u and ) L - -v.

Also using a method similar to the one used to show that

'"Aimmki nwakm. I'll
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the velocity was tangent to the curves ?+(x,y) = k it can

be shown that the velocity is normal to the curves

(x,y) = k.

Under the conditions imposed, there exists a function

(x,y) which is indeterminant only to the extent of an ad-

ditive constant, and since the velocity is tangent to the

curves Y (x,y) = k and normal to the curves 0 (x,y) =,k,
the two sets of curves are orthogonal. The function 4'(x,y)

is called the velocity potential because , where n is

taken along the normal to the curve 4 (x,y) = k, is equal

to the magnitude of the velocity.

The Complex Potential w = 4(x,y) + iP (x,y)

For simplicity, the functions 4 (x,y) and '(x,y) will

be abbreviated as 4 and I . Since 4& and ' satisfy the

Cauchy-Riemann differential equations, the function w= 0Pi
is an analytic function of z = x + y. Hence exists

and is equal to

Thus -- is the conjugate of the velocity when it is ex-

pressed as a complex number, and w is called the complex

potential.

Since the sum of two analytic functions is an analytic

function, the potential functions of two flows can be added

to give a third potential function w = w, + w . The conju-

gate of the velocity,
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dw .. d(w, + w') dw, _, v." .
dz dz- d U1 , + - V

is the same as the conjugate of the sum of the two veloc-

ities in the two flows which were combined. Similarly, if

the complex potential of a flow can be expressed as the sum

of two analytic functions, say w = w, + wz, then the veloc-

ity will be the sum of the velocities derived from w, and wz.

Examples of Complex Potentials

The two functiions w = Uz and Lw L K ln(z -oa) , where

U and K are either constants or real functions of t, and

c = a + i b, are useful in representing mathematically the

the flow about an airfoil at subsonic speeds. The first

function, w = Uz = U(x + L y) represents a flow in which the

streamlines, T'= Uy = k are parallel to the x axis. The

velocities u and v are given by

dw--- z-U=u - v.

The function w = Uz is analytic for all z.

It is evident that the function

w - K ln(z - o) K[ -tan (y-b) (x-a)+ iin I77 yTb
has a singular point at z = a . Also 4) is not a single

valued function. If only the branch for which - T K (KTT

is considered, and the point z o. be deleted, then w sat-

isfies the requirements for a complex potential. These re-

strictions out the z plane along the ray y = b, x . a. The

streamlines Yt= K In (x-a + (yKb)z=k are concentric
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circles with center at (a,b). The values of u and v are

given by

dw L K
,.. ~~ (Z- .... )

FK -b +it(x-a)
(xa a zb+ (-bJ V

The direction of the velocity at any point (x,y) is normal

to the line joining (a,b) and (x,y). The magnitude of the

velocity is KI/r where r is the distance between (a,b) and

(x,y). If K > 0, the flow is counter-clockwise, if K ( 0,

clockwise about the point (a,b). This function represents

a vortex of strength K and center at x = a, y = b.

If C is any simple closed contour around the point

(a,b) then

v ds #70.

If the clockwise direction around C is considered positive

the value of the integral is independent of choice of C

and is called circulation. If C be taken as a circle of

radius r and center (a,b), then

~f ds Kds K ds 27K
C C r

If an airfoil, of infinite span, and chord whose

length is c is moved through a boundless, incompressible,

inviscid fluid otherwise at rest with a constant velocity

having magnitude U and direction normal to the span and

making an angle - ,Swith the chord, then, according to
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1
Wagner , a circulation P =Uc i'r sin $ arises around the

airfoil. If a rectangular set of axes moves with the air-

foil so that the origin is at the midpoint of the chord at

any fixed point along the span, the positive x axis is in

the direction of the motion of the airfoil, the positive y

axis makes an angle 17/2 - 0 with the chord, and the z

axis is along the span, the velocities at corresponding

points in all planes parallel to the xy plane will be the

same.

In considering the flow in the xy plane, it is evident

that the line made by the intersection of the airfoil sur-

face with the xy plane must be a streamline. Although it

is possible to find the complex potential for the flow a-

bout any airfoil, the process is too long and complicated

for practical use. The circulation around the airfoil is

not due to a single vortex, but rather to a distributed

vorticity within the airfoil. however, as a simplifying

assumption, the velocity at any point will be considered

as the sum of the velocities derived from the two poten-

tial functions, w = Uz and w =. .K ln z. In Chapter III a

comparison of the velocity computed with this assumption

and the velocity measured in tests will be given.

1Herbert Wagner, "Uber die Entstehung des dynamischen
Auftriebes von Tragflngeln," Zeitschrift fur Angewandte
Mathematik und Mechanik, Bandv,HetI, Teruar 1925),
pp. x--35.



CHAPTER II

TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW IN A TUNNEL

Type of Tunnel

Two-dimensional flow about an airfoil can be obtained

in a laboratory by placing the airfoil in a wind tunnel of

rectangular cross section. If the airfoil extends horizon-

tally from one side wall to the other midway between the

top and bottom walls in such a manner that the span is nor-

mal to the side walls, the velocities at corresponding

points in planes parallel to the side walls will be equal.

It is customary to make velocity measurements in the plane

midway between the side walls, so this plane will be con-

sidered the x,y plane with the origin at the midpoint of

the chord, the positive x axis parallel to the top and bot-

tom walls and directed in the direction opposite the flow,

and positive y axis directed upward perpendicular to the

top wall.

Correction to Make Top and Dottom Walls Streamlines

Since the velocity at every point in the x,y plane is

parallel to the side walls, these walls will not deform

the flow. If the height of the tunnel is o(, the lines

y ao( must be streamlines because there can be no flow

through the top or bottom walls. The two functions w _ Uz

10
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and w t K In z can not be used to compute the velocity

since the error in considering the streamlines derived from

these complex potentials to be the same as the streamlines

in the tunnel is too great to be neglected. The complex

potential for a vortex of strength K at the origin and the

lines y +o(. streamlines can be obtained from the flow

of an infinite row of vortices placed at x = 0, y = n o,

(n = 0, I, 2,***), where the strength of the vortices

when n is even is K, and when n is odd is -K. The complex

71 Z.potential for the vortex at the origin can be w0= LK in

when n $ 0, the complex potential for the vortex at y = n«.

can be taken as

w= = l(-l) K ln 11+ J=..

Then the complex potential for a finite number of these

vortices, say x = 0, y =0, t ., 2%(,''., k a. where k

is even, is given by

wA = i K{lnz+Uin(z-2Lo(. ) +ln(z+2o(j

EInz - 4+la}+ in(z + 4 io(.)

+"--4 Eln(z - kio() + ln(z + ki o

- .LKtlln(z - iLoc.) + ln(z + 4 oJ)

+ [in(z - 3t oc.) + ln(z + 3 toC }

+-.4 [n(z - fk -i ,c La
+ ln(z + {k-1' i O)

- ( K In
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,,- i Kin z ( z+2zo ) ?( z +4 z) ( zA+6 C') -"..-( zz4k z)

-iKin { (z o ) ( zz+3ed) ( zz52a?-) - - -7.;2f(k-1)ZcJ

-l.Kln [-12- 
k

Wi.Kln

++3 0+z- -

Passing to the limit1 ,

fsinh 1z
w. i K In

cosh

= K In tanh 17z

The motion of the vortex at the origin can be determined by

lim-K
~- - L

K In tanh -4.K

iTn1

Lsinh

It follows that the row of vortices is stable. The velocity

at any point other than the center of one of the vortices

can be determined by

d K In tanht

The value of u can be found by

2uz -LK
c( sinh

s inh.2L-,

+
Kft

O(s inh rrL (x - iy)
cc

Y . W. Hobson, A Treatise on Plane Triomet,
seventh edition, (1928), Cambridge University Press, p.352.

In 
i
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u- 4K -1r[(bosh x)(sin y y
at cosh x X - 0cos

Similarly the value of v is

Osinkh+(x+ i y) (5inh (x -y)

Kf F(sinh- x)(cos y)

cosh x - cos y

When y *oc, the value of v is zero and hence the lines

y = are streamlines. The two functions w = Uz and

w= LKln tanh72c
will be used to compute the velocity of the fluid in a tun-

nel of rectangular cross section.

Correction of Circulation for Walls

Using Wagner's2 method for determining the circulation

around an airfoil, the transformation z = t + , where

t p + . q and a is j of the chord of the airfoil, trans-

forms the portion of the x axis from x = -2a to x = 2a into

a circle of radius a and center at the origin. If the vor-

tex at the origin in the x,y plane is deleted from the in-

finite row of vortices, the complex potential for the re-

maining vortices transformed to the p,q plane is

w=iKflntanh .L(t + ) -ln ___.(t + a
c a t p -t

2Wagner, op. cit.., Band V, Heft I, pp. 1'7-35.
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Adding a vortex of strength K at p : 0, q=. 0, the complex

potential becomes

w i K fin tanh L(t +_ -ln 2L(t ) tIn t

If t = p + i q Res, then from x + i y = t + a', we have
t

x p(I + )

y = (l * ..

If R > a, then yl <q) - R.

When x = 0, then p = 0, a Rz, and q =xY I +4a..

If only values of q which result from transforming the x,y

plane into the portion of the p,q plane exterior to the

circle of radius a with center at the origin are considered,

i. e. R > a, the positive value of the square root is used

when y is positive, and the negative value is used when y

is negative. The vortex at (0, o() in the x,y plane will

be transformed into a vortex with center at (0, *+ )
2

in the p,q plane. If o( is large with respect to a, the dif-

ference between e4 and a * a( f#a will be small. In a
2

case given by Walker3 , where x = 18a, the error induced by

considering - was not greater tan 0.3 per
2

cent. The error induced by considering

3P. B. Walker, "Experiments on the Growth of Circula-
tion about a Wing," Technical Report of the Aeronautical
Research Committee, Vol. I (193-92T
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n t ac - n 44
2

(n = 1,2,3,..), decreases as n increases. Similarly, the

difference between n a and nn2(- a
2

(n -l,-2,-3,- ), is small if ( is large with respect

to a. Thus if o( is large with respect to a, the centers

of the vortices in the p,q, plane may be considered to be

at p -0, q ; n o., (n =. 0, 1, 2 ,''), and the complex

potential w L k In tanh t may be used instead of

w K Fin tanh ( ft + ) -In L(t + ) + In aL

for the flow produced by these vortices. With c( =18a

the error in the velocity at p - -a, q = 0 would not ex-

ceed 0.02 per cent4 . If the circle p z + ga ais to be a

streamline, for the vortex outside the circle, a vortex of

equal strength but opposite direction must be placed at the

inverse point of the vortex with respect to the circle,

i, e., if a vortex of strength K is located at Re 'e, a vor-

tex of strength -K must be placed at a e *. To maintain
R

the same circulation around the circle, a vortex of equal

strength and direction must be placed at the center of the

circle for each vortex outside the circle.

The velocity at p = -a, q - 0 due to the vortices can

be divided into two parts: First the part due to the vor-

tex at the origin, and second the part due to the remainder

41bid.

ft%"
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of the vortices in the row, the vortices at the inverse

points, and the added vortices at the center. The first

part of te velocity is v , u = 0. Since the velocity
a

at any point on the circle due to a single vortex outside

the circle, the vortex at the inverse point, and the added

vortex at the center is twice the component of the velocity

tangent to the circle which would result from the vortex

alone 5 , the second part of the velocity will be twice the

component of the velocity tangent to the circle given by

- K Intanh $ t -iK ln t t -a

K sinh (-a) 47uaC

2v = 2K -1

v sinh (-a) a

Hence the velocity at p - -a, q 0 is

Ksinh (-a) 2a

According to Wagner6, K must have a value such that this

velocity is equal to -2U sin,$ where U is the velocity of

the undisturbed fluid in the tunnel, and ,Q is the angle of

attack of the airfoil.

The solution of the equations

5lbid.
6 Wagner, .bcit.., Band V, Heft 1, pp. 17-35.

I.. - - I I "I . -1 1 - I - I



-U sin 4

sinh (-a)

will give the circulation around the wing in the tunnel.

and =



CHAPTER III

VELOCITIES IN A TUNNEL IN UNSTEADY FLOW

Correction of Circulat ion for Walls
in Unsteady Flow

If an airfoil of infinite span in an unbounded fluid

otherwise at rest is set in motion with a constant velocity

U and a small constant angle of attack /96, a circulation

will arise around the airfoil and a vortex sheet will be

shed at the trailing edge of the airfoil. If the x and y

axes are considered fixed to the airfoil with the origin at

the center of the chord and the positive x axis in the di-

rection of motion as shown in fig. 2, nd 6 is small, the

vortex sheet can be considered to lie on the negative x

axis.

F

Pig. 2--Airfoil and Wake

18
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The circulation around the airfoil, r (s), where s is the

distance traveled by the airfoil, and u( 9), the vorticity

in the wake where X is measured along the wake from the

starting point of the trailing edge of the wing have been

computed by Wagnerl. However, when the airfoil is in a tun-

nel, correction for the walls must be applied to the values

of these functions given by Wagner. This correction is too

long and complicated to be given here, but a comparison of

the values given by Wagner for unbounded fluid and the val-

ues given by P. B. Walker2 for an airfoil in a tank of rec-

tangular cross section of height 4 c and for an angle of

attack of 7-o are given in Table 1.

TABLEI1

COMPARISON OF CIRCULATION

s_ U s ino8(Wagner) s in,8 (Walker)

0 0 0

1 .544 .545

2.692 .696
3 .776 .783
4 .830 .8359
5 .863.874

.. 6 . 885 __ _ _897_ _ __ _ __ _

The method for computing this correction is given in detail

by Walker

1 Ibid.

2Walker, op. cit., Vol. I.

3Ibid.
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Method of Computing Velocities

The velocities perpendicular to the line of flight in

the neighborhood of the tail of an airplane are of great

importance in predicting the motions of the airplane when

the flow about the wing is unsteady. If the theoretical

results compare favorably with experimental results in two-

dimensional flow, the engineer can proceed to three-dimen-

sional flow with some degree of assurance that his predic-

tions are based on sound assumptions. P. B. Walker4 in

Experiments on the Growth of Circulation about a Wing gives

the measured velocities in the vicinity of an R. A. F. 30

airfoil which is set in motion with a constant velocity of

15 c per second and an angle of attack of 75 degrees in a

tank 4P c high, l} o wide and 13h c long. The end walls

are far enough from the airfoil so that their effect will

not be considered. The computed velocities will be checked

against these values.

The computed values at any point (x0 , y0 ) will be as-

sumed to be divided into three parts. The first part is

that which results from the movement of the axes through

the fluid. This velocity is constant and is parallel to

the x axis. The second part is caused by the circulation

around the airfoil. For simplicity it will be assumed that

the circulation is caused by a single vortex at the origin

4 lbid.
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instead of distributed vorticity along the airfoil. The

third part is due to the vorticity in the wake. Only the

value of v of the second and third part make up the computed

velocity perpendicular to the motion of the airfoil.

Using the equation for v given in Chapter II, when the

airfoil has traveled a distance s, the value of V due to the
U

circulation around the airfoil will be

v f ( sinh x )( cos } yo
if MU [Cosh xa- Cos yO

Values for were computed forx0 = -1, yo , s = 1, 1*,

2, 2 , 3, 4-t, 6, and 6 . They are shown in Table 2.

The value of X due to the vorticity in the wake at
U

r s ~ would be

v u(sO) sBinh4 L-- -Sfs )Cosd Y,

U ~" c cosh x,-(-t--s4a - cosa y,

and the value of X due to the entire wake would be
U

v I Esinh(x,+,s)-s( cos y,
=I 3F-~ u(s0 )ds,
o - L-(xo+#s)soJ -cos --- Yo

The circulation in the fluid at the beginning of the motion

was zero. At any subsequent time the total circulation must

remain zero, and hence

s
u(s0 )ds 0  F(s).

It follows that d s) ..-u(s,). Making this substitution
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in the above equation gives

0

1 sinh -- (bxo+ +s)-$ol cos -- yo
c h [dU s

cosh -- [(moo f s) -saj-co s-2Tyv

which is a form of Duhamel's integral,

/S

o
F s so)df(so),

and can be integrated graphically by potting F(s - )

against (so). This integral was computed for x -Ic,

y =bc, $= 1, l, 2, 2 , 3, 4-, 6, and 6. The values

obtained are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2

C(MPUTED AND MEASURED VELOCITY

s Computed ~v Measured.- o Difference
U U

:nom rom.f. Total
Airfoil Wake HOW____

1 .0316 .0324 .0640 .056 14
T .0368 .0336 .0704 .070 l

.0404 .0293 .0697 .071 2

.0431 .0247 .0678 .070 3
3 .0454 .0206 .0660 .069 4

.0498 .0127 .0625 .060 4

.0520 .0065 .0585 .060
* 0525 .0049 .0574

Conclusion

The agreement between the measured and computed veloc-

ity for all cases except s = 1 is very good. It is not pos-

sible to explain the discrepancy at s = 1 from the limited



work that has been done. It might be due to the rolling up

of the end of the wake. More work is needed to determine

whether or not the discrepancy is consistent. There is

also a great need for measured velocities in unsteady three-

dimensional flow so that two-dimensional theory could be ex-

tended to three-dimensional flow and checked.
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